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Lincoln High Newsletter
 
New readers:
Jean Ann Wettstein Lueschow......class of 64' - jlueschow@new.rr.com
Ursula Nogic (65) unogic@yahoo.com
 

 
I have received many Class of 65 reunion invitations back, I have mailed out many of them with what I hope is the
right address.  These are some I do not have the correct addresses for:
 
Carol Davis West
Ron Roberts
Mercedes Robinson
Ray Kuehl
Jerel Johnson
Susan Mitchell Wolf
 
We hope to see you all soon.   
 
Lenore Crothers Haferman  lhaferman@sbcglobal.net
 

 
From: Don Solie dg.solie@hotmail.com
Subject: RE: Topics for the Lincoln High Newsletter - 6/24/10 

Thanks to  Chuck Hinners for his contribution on marbles and chase.  I'd forgotten about "no hunching", cat eyes,
marble bags, etc.  And I would remind those of you who played with aggression, don't forget about the "steelies". 
These were ball bearings that were the best "shooters" and would break those glass versions into pieces.  I don't
recall who introduced them into our gang, but you had to play to win when steelies were involved, you took no
prisoners! 
  
With the recent passing of Art Linkletter I thought I'd share another version of kids say the darndest things.  My
recently turned "5" grand daughter, Kendall, was attending Reading Ranch this past week and told her teacher that
she didn't like spelling words like dog, mop, etc.  She liked and wanted to spell "jewelry" because that's what her
mother loves!  The teacher obliged and sure enough Kendall spelled "jewelry" for me when she visited over the
weekend.  I guess she's very much like her mother, aunt and grandmother...........high maintenance! 
  
I stopped at the car wash after returning from a short trip to Des Moines yesterday.  Greg the shoe shine man saw me
approaching and yelled out that everyone was trading Mickey Mantle stories and wanted me to share something I'd
told him years ago.  This was around 1986 or '87 and I was playing in a "mens only" tournament at Los Colinas
Sports Club on the Cottonwood Valley Course.  We had several volunteers from the "Club Royal" working holes 12
and 13 and it seems that The Mick who was a guest heard about it.  When he arrived at 12 he was wearing nothing
more than his golf shoes!  Needless to say the member and The Mick were never to be seen  on the course again.  If
that wasn't bad enough the staff from Club Royal (Gentlemen's Club) put on a dance clinic in the Mandalay Hotel
affiliated with Los Colinas.  The problem was that when each dancer finished she would run off stage and directly
into the hotel lobby.  Unfortunately for our director of golf, who organized this event, there were a number of Dallas'
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finest "blue hairs" attending an event and they had gathered in the same lobby.  Blue hairs and strippers stripped to
the literal bone don't mix well.  The Director of Golf was fired that afternoon!  And The Mick just moved his act to
Preston Trail for repeat performances, but always with the excuse that he was obliterated with libations!  This
brought lots of laughs and reminded me of some WR residents who would have and maybe did pull the same stunts
back in our day!!!!
 

 
I thought you might like these recipes.  Chuck Hetze  hetze@gci.net

Rhubarb Jalapeno Sauce
6 Cups chopped Rhubarb
6 Cups sugar
1/4 Cup Lemon Juice
1 1/2 Cups diced Jalapeno - Seeds and all
1 Tab. basil
Cook till tender add package Pectin - put in warm Jars
can in water bath 15-20 min.
I use this with 2 Tab . of dip to one # philadelpha cheese you may want more then 2 Tab. to your taste

Jalapeno Dip
1 onion
1/2 stick butter (1/2 cup)
5oz Jalapeno peppers
8 0z salsa
1 1/2 # Hamburger ( cook and mix with rest of dip)
2 # white Jalapeno cheese grated
1 1/2 # Velveeta cheese crated
mix all - it is good with chips and better warm 

 

 

Here are the answers to the quiz, published last week:

Answers To Quiz: 

1.The one sport in which neither the spectators nor the participants  know the score or the
leader until the contest ends: Boxing. 

2. North American landmark constantly moving backward:   Niagara Falls.  (The rim is
worn down about two and a half feet each year because of the millions of gallons of water
that rush over it every minute.) 

3. Only two vegetables that can live to produce on their own for several growing seasons:
Asparagus and rhubarb. 

4. The fruit with its seeds on the outside: Strawberry. 

5. How did the pear get inside the brandy bottle?  It grew inside the bottle.   The bottles
are placed over pear buds when they are small, and are wired in place on the tree.  The
bottle is left in place for the entire growing season. When the pears are ripe, they are
snipped off at the stems. 
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6. Three English words beginning with dw: Dwarf, dwell and dwindle. 

7. Fourteen punctuation marks in English grammar: Period, comma, colon, semicolon,
dash, hyphen, apostrophe, question mark, exclamation point, quotation mark,
brackets, parenthesis, braces, and ellipses.  

8. The only vegetable or fruit never sold frozen, canned, processed, cooked, or in any other
form but fresh: Lettuce. 

9. Six or more things you can wear on your feet beginning with 'S':  Shoes, socks,
sandals, sneakers, slippers, skis, skates, snowshoes, stockings, stilts. 


